A Digital humanities analysis of the generations who ruled Turkey from 1920-50: Network Clusters, Data Mining and Spatial Mapping

The Abstract

On Method: How Do Prosopographical Patterns Matter?

The basic idea behind this research is to interpret the prosopographical data and see if there are any patterns matter? Or does it?

The group made categories of the Parliamentarian elites in Turkey (using surnames, dates of birth, dates of serving, etc) and put them into a database and through the process of prosopographical research the categories are used to create a classification. The data then are mapped,

Research questions derived from the generalisation:

1. Did age matter? Yes!
2. Why is date of birth important? The generation of 1930s was...
3. Why do we compare 1920-50 to 1925-35?
4. Proxograpical patterns and MP's length of service: Who serves longer as an MP?

Did age matter? Yes!

We can a certain region dominant? Kind of but not always.

Why is date of birth important? The generation of 1930s was...

Why do we compare 1920-50 to 1925-35?

Proxograpical patterns and MP's length of service: Who serves longer as an MP?

What does data mining tell us?

What do network clusters tell us?

Proxograpical patterns of the ministers: Who is a typical minister?
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